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Dear friends of Jakob Lorber and related servants as Emanuel
Swedenborg and Gottfried Mayerhofer and further writers of our
Lord Jesus.
Dear friends, brothers and sisters,
You will find the following information in this bulletin:
‘The return of Jesus’ [Wilfried Schlätz], that is central in this publication – ‘How
Love develops’ [G] – ‘The latter days’ – ‘The future role of the people’
[Hildegard van Bingen] – ‘Preparations return of Jesus’ – ‘Prayers of the New
Revelations’ [Klaus Opitz]

-Once more, we wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading-

INTROSPECTION – SELF EXAMINATION
======================================

Contacts and reactions
We received friendly and useful responses to the Jakob-Lorber-Bulletin Nr. 10. Reactions will
be published to the incoming order again:
================================================================
The send copy [preferably between the 15th and 20th of a month] is processed in the next
issue. Incoming copy outside the specified dates is then postponed and is naturally included in
the subsequent publication

Gerard

Good people,
All greeting in the Lord. Sometimes we cannot avoid discussing certain [current]
themes double, even triple or quadruple. Many people will respond: ' That theme is
already defined once!? 'And that conclusion is also correct but the difference is in the
nuanced comments. This can put certain texts by Jakob Lorber often in a new light. In
this 'end time', it is very important to pay attention to the important instructions of the
Lord. A text more often read, can then all of a sudden read again in an entirely
different context. G

=======================================================
André Molenaar from the Netherlands
Good evening,
I like to receive the bulletin. Thank you very much in advance.
With best regards,
Andre Molenaar

Answer
Welcome to André.
You are free to write something in our bulletin. A pleasant search on your path of life.
G.
===========================

Albert Hoffmann from Namibia [Africa]
Hello good Lorber-friends,
I find very interesting what the Lorber-friends have to tell amongst themselves. If you
don’t mind, I want to make you aware of my new Lorber homepage: lorber.co.nf .
The goal is to get as many English translations of the Lorber books, free to publish in
one place. A highlight is the household of God part 3 which is now also available in
English. The final processing will follow shortly.
Warm regards,
Albert

Answer
Dear Albert,
With interest I looked at your homepage. My English translator and I like to use your
website. We are also looking forward to the second part of Robert Blum that is still
not translated (nowhere) in English yet. It is available in printed copy-form [or
handwritten] at the Jakob Lorber publishing house in Germany. We follow you
closely. G.

===================================

Johannes Park from Germany

My Father blesses you and your work for Him.
Thank you.
Johannes Park, Germany

Answer
Thank you so much for these encouraging words! G.
===================================

Amsterdam from Brazil
My name is Amsterdam and I am from Brazil. I am familiar with Jakob Lorber
teaching. I tried to find the address of the j lorber.de but this website is written in the
German language. I couldn't find it under contact. So I wondered off whether you
could mediate for me.
Thank you for the English bulletin. Would you please put me on the mailing list ? If it
is possible, I would like to have all previous newsletters. I am very pleased that we
have an Organization here in Brazil that is called the ' Neoteosophy uni ' and they
print and publish the teachings of Jakob Lorber and send them digital for free to
everyone who is interested in it.
We have weekly meetings in five different cities, where we spread the teaching of the
New Revelations. We accept Leopold Engel's continuation of the Great Gospel of
John and also the books of A. Hedwig and some others, although our main focus is
on the Great Gospel of John along with other books of Lorber.
The Portuguese translations are fully made by Paulo G. Jergensen and Yolanda
Linau. Our Lord and Savior, bless all and that the new revelations will reach all those
who are ready.
Amsterdam Luís | Analista de Sistemas

Answer
Dear Amsterdam,
Here is the address that you couldn’t find::
Gerd Gutemann
Neuhauserweg 28
D-88709 Hagnau a. Bodensee
Tel./Fax:
eMail: info@vitaswing.de
Internetadresse: www.vitaswing.de/ und www.j-lorber.de

07532/9809

I assumed that I had sent you the English Bulletins at the same time with the Dutch
and German translations. I will look into what caused this and will – as already
happened – send you again the missing bulletins. I admire your efforts for the Jakob
Lorber Works, upon which God's blessings will not lack. G.

The
Return of Jesus
the greatest Justice

and

by Wilfried Schlätz

1.Jesus by Jakob Lorber(JL):
[GGJ.06_150,17] Thereupon the greatest revelation through My repeated return to
this earth will take place; but this revelation will already be preempted by the greatest
and sharpest judgment and be followed by a general thinning of the world-people
through fire and its projectiles, so that I Myself can establish a completely different
plant-school for true people on this earth, which then will last until the end of times of
this earth.
2. Comment:
2.1. The greatest Revelation and the descending of Jesus on this Earth in that time
consists of:
2.1.1. The return of Jesus in the "Clouds of Heaven": this is His spiritual return
mainly in His works, which he dictated word for word to Jakob Lorber.
2.1.1.–1.Jezus by JL:
[GGJ.09_094,03] First I will come invisibly in the clouds of the Heavens which
means: first I will come close to men by truthful seers, wise men and newly
awakened prophets and in that time also woman will prophecy and young men will
have clear dreams by which they will announce My coming to the people and many
will listen to it and improve their life but the world will call them daydreamers and will
not believe them, as this was also the case with the prophets.
[GGJ.09_094,04] So I also will awaken men from time to time to whom I will say
everything, that now during My presence happens and is being discussed, by
means of their heart to the pen, What will then be written once, will in a short time
of a few weeks and days be multiplied in many thousands of copies in a very artful

manner which will be very well known by the people of that time and so they can be
conveyed to the people. And since the people of that time will almost generally know
how to read and write, they also will be able to read and understand those new books
themselves.
[GGJ.09_094,05 ]In this way, the spreading of My teaching will then again be given
anew and pure from the Heavens to all men on the whole Earth, much faster and
effective than now by messengers in My name from mouth to mouth.
2.1.2. The personal-visible return of Jesus in each re-created Earthly help-body shall
be as the Archangel Raphael appeared each time in the tree teaching years of
Jesus.
2.1.2.–1. Jesus by JL:
[GGJ.09_094,06] Once My teaching will be brought in this manner among the people
who are of good will and have a living faith, and when at least ⅓ of the people will
know about it, I will also personally, visibly and bodily (the glorious spiritual body;
see verse 2) come to different places to those who love Me most and have the
greatest desire for My return, and who for that reason will also have full and living
faith.
2.1.2.–2. Jesus via JL:
[GGJ.09_094,09] But in this land where I am now persecuted by the Jews of the
temple as a criminal from one village to the other, and which is trampled down by
dark heathens, I will personally not be the first to act, teach and comfort the
weak again. But in the lands of another continent that is now inhabited by
heathens, I will establish a new Kingdom, a Kingdom of peace, of unity, of love and
of continuous living faith. Fear of the death of the body will no more exist among the
people who walk in My light and who will always be in contact with the angels of
Heaven and associate with them. Here you have now a real answer to your
question.”
[GGJ.09_094,10] The scribe said: “Thus, Asia, the old cradle of mankind and of many
blessings from God, will not be fortunate anymore to see and hear You when You will
return to this Earth? This is truly not a happy news for this continent.”
[GGJ.09_094,11] I said: “The Earth belongs to Me everywhere and I know in
which place My return will be most beneficial for the whole Earth. At that time
however, men will be able to contact each other from one end of the Earth to the
other, and this as fast as the lightning that strikes from a cloud. And through the use
of the spirit that are bound in the fire and the water they will, riding on iron roads,
cover the greatest distances on Earth, faster than the heaviest storms that drives
from one end of the Earth to the other. And the ships will, by means of these same
powers, cross the big ocean in a much shorter time than now the Romans from
Rome to Egypt. So then it will be possible to spread the message of My

personal return in a very short time over the whole Earth, and thus also to
Asia.( So a world-widespread of the message by the current media!!)
[GGJ.09_094,12]

But then there is again the question: Will the blind and deaf
heathens of this continent also believe it?
[GGJ.09_094,13] I think and say: this will hardly be possible before it will be purified
by a great worldly judgment.
[GGJ.09_094,14] There is a big country, far in the west that is surrounded on all
sides by the great world oceans and which is, across the sea, nowhere in
connection with the old world. [So in America, that means in South or central or
North America!] From that country, first the people will come to know great
things and they will also come up in the west of Europe.[ After that also in West
of Europe] And from there, there will be a bright shining and a shining in return. The
lights of the Heavens will meet each other, recognize and support each other.
[GGJ.09_094,15] Out of these lights, the sun of life will develop – thus the new,
perfect Jerusalem – and in that sun I will come back to this Earth. And now we have
talked enough about what will happen in the future.[when on television, in America,
the personally visible returned Jesus ( who first no one recognizes) is shown as a
thirty-year young man who again heals sick and teaches in a miraculous way, then
the friends of the NR Jesus through JL, will recognize Him right on His fantastic
teaching because it will be the words of Jesus entrusted to them which they already
know a long time through Jakob Lorber, so they know immediately: it is you! ']
2.2. The greatest Revelation and the return of Jesus on Earth shall precede with a
great Justice.
2.2.1. Jezus with JL:
[Gifts of Heaven.03_49.04.06,104] But this I tell you now, that before my arrival on
this earth, a lot more weeds and dried grass and all sorts of unsound and barren
scrub will with the utter sharpness of the Court be destroyed; for there are two, one is
seemingly accepted and the other is rejected. -

So a huge selection up

to about half!
2.2.2 This huge selection of all humankind to about half = that would be 4 billion dead
whose souls Jesus brings in the hereafter to recovery-resorts to save them from the
spiritual and eternal death, that will take place before the personal return of Jesus
and this has not happened yet so far because the total of the first and second world
war and all present smaller wars thereafter (= by the fire and its projectiles!) would
result in approximately no more than 100 million dead!
2.2.3. The in number: (1) paragraph cited word of Jesus to certain pupils of the year
(approx.) 32, outlines the following sequence: 1. The greatest Justice, 2. The spiritual

and personal return of Jesus, 3. A selection of the world people by conventional
wars.
2.2.4. We people, living nowadays know:
2.2.4. – 1. That by the fire and its projectiles during both world wars and in all the
subsequent smaller wars to the present day, a maximum of 100 million sick souls in
the afterlife are transferred to the cleaning-institutions.
2.2.4. – 2. That the largest cleaning "to about half, with about 4 billions of deaths has
not taken place yet. (This word of Jesus in the third part of Gifts of Heaven, page
491.99 of 6th April 1849 is addressed to us present people. This, Jesus could not
have revealed that exactly to his pupils then!)
2.2.4. – 3. That the personal physical return of Jesus also has not taken place yet but
that up to now, only the spiritual return came through His greatest Revelation of the
Word and mainly by JL.
2.2.5’. From the following words of Jesus, we know that it will not come to a nuclear
World War III. Because then it would not only all hydrogen-atomic bombs are
inflamed, but also at least 16 cobalt bombs (8 of the US-Americans) and 8 of the
Russians. A cobalt bomb consists of a hydrogen-atomic bomb covered with cobalt,
which is converted into radioactive cobalt . In an explosion, which the radiation of just
about 8 of such bombs is sufficient, in order to destroy every living cell on Earth. Both
superpowers, however, each have about 50 of them, ready-to-shoot to launch cobalt
bombs. I.e. every super power is in possession of these 8 x overkill-bombs! Under
the situation of a nuclear checkmate, survives the humanity since 60 years. About
this Atomic stalemate, Jesus already predicted with the following words:
2.2.5.–1. Jezus with JL:
[08_185, GGJ. 09] With these weapons, the inventive people will come to the
point when soon no nation will be able to start a war against the other, for when
two nations should attack each other with such weapons then they easily and quickly
will exterminate each other up to the last person which would certainly not give a true
victory and no gain for neither one of them. Those kings and their generals will soon
realize that and that is why they will rather tolerate each other in peace and good
friendship. And if somewhere a very proud and ambitious disturber of the peace
should rise and would attack his neighbor, then the peaceful ones will unite
themselves and chastise him. And in this way, the ancient peace will be set for the
people on Earth and will be established durably.
2.2.6. Because each great justice is caused by people who are far away from God
and through their complete free will (such as the flood, whereby the Hanochites
drowned themselves when they blew up multiple mountains and thus removed the
cover of the gigantic underground water reservoirs) so also will the forthcoming
biggest selection takes place to about half (about 4 billion people will be brought to
otherworldly purification resorts !) only by the people who stand away from God and
have caused it voluntarily themselves, most likely caused by the climate change

caused by us. (global sudden collapse of food production around 50%; and the
increasingly bigger fires; lack of water).
2.3. First, after this greatest selection to far over half, Jesus will personally also
visible come back and the surviving smaller half of humanity (3 billion) will gradually
recognize Him, so that he can establish His thousand years of peace!

The prediction of the GGJ.
1. Jezus with Jakob Lorber (JL):
GGJ.04_112,04] 04] Nevertheless, all this ( what Jesus has spoken and have done
in His three teaching-years) will not be lost, and when a thousand and almost another
thousand years have passed and My teachings have been completely submerged
under the most vile materialism, I will at that time again awaken men (at least two),
who will conscientiously make a full verbatim record in a large book of the
discussions and events that have taken place here in our joint presence. This will
then be given to the world and will cause many eyes to be opened again!”
2. 2. Jesus has in 1840 Jakob Lorber (JL) and in 1891 Leopold Engel (LE) awakened
who wrote down,all that what was discussed by Jesus with his pupils and what was
done at that time, completely word for word and made it known to the world in a big
book – In the 11 volumes of the Great gospel of John. (GGJ.1 to the GGJ.10 by JL
and GGJ.11by LE).
3. Jezus via JL:
[GEJ.09_094,04] So I also will awaken men (at least two) from time to time, to whom
I will say by means of their heart to the pen, everything that now during My presence,
is, happens and is being discussed. What will then be written once will in a short time
of a few weeks and days be multiplied in many thousands of copies in a very artful
manner which will be very well known by the people of that time, and so they can be
conveyed to the people. And since the people of that time will almost generally know
how to read and write, they also will be able to read and understand those new books
themselves.
4. Jesus has in 1840 Jakob Lorber awakened and had given him, after countless
other works from 2. August 1851, everything through his heart with the pen (without
the last half-year with the preparation for the passion in Ephrem and without the
passion itself), that was discussed and happened at the time under His presence
whereby the first ten bands of the Great Gospel of John arose (GJE1 to the GJE10.)

5. When Jesus awakened in 1891 Leopold Engel and gave him, also everything
what in the last year (in Ephrem and the passion] happened and was discussed in
his presence, through its heart with the pen, making it the 11. part of the Great
Gospel of John.
======================================================================

How Love develops
According to Genesis 1:30, the natural man needs a natural diet. We humans cannot
suddenly put aside our desires and bad habits. Otherwise, we would be completely
destroyed. This should happen gradually. In every human being also evil spirits are hiding.
[without knowing it!] But these are necessary to stimulate Lust (= desires)for a long time.
If we overcome this, then even such low spirits [according to Swedenborg and Lorber] are
guided in a good direction. Only in this way we can be 'reformed'. The six days of creation in
Genesis 1 can be regarded as different phases. On the sixth day [in the sixth stage] the Men
is ripe. Then the good spirits appear to him and the evil spirits withdraw.
The Bible describes the oldest and the old church. With Adam is the first [thus the oldest]
historic church intended. Then Noah follows as the old church and so it goes on. If the man
has a loving-faith in himself, then he justifies this faith in his heart and he is fully in line with
that what animates him because the right and the 'enlightening' lives here in him. [Genesis 1:
2-25]
What is love? It is like a luminous heavenly “bulb”' [ as the light source ! ] Larger and smaller.
When human has once found his ´soul faith´ then he does everything out of love that comes
from his soul. If the person has his faith from love, then the Bible mentions the little light.
Both lights, the large and small light, belong to each other. In order for the lights ‘to arise’
there instead of ‘be there’ .
So love is related to faith and warmth, and warmth to light. We read in Genesis:” and when
the lights were installed in the firmament’. In other words this means, put the love sphere into
the people, the great light in himself!
Meanwhile, we are with David, a royal person, the inner meaning of the Lord. The Star of
David comprises two isosceles triangles, which mirror each other.

David means “beloved "! The Hebrew numerical value of David (dwd) is from 14:
D[aleth]

=4

W[av]

=6

D[aleth]

= 4 = 14 ….

One can read this as 4 and 4 while 6 in the middle, the 6th Hebrew letter, means the
conjunction "and". The number 14 has as meaning ‘love '! Each Hebrew letter contains in
secret the love because all Hebrew letters begin with a joD sign. [J = 10 and D = 4 = 14].
On February 14 it is Valentine's day, the day of friends. The 14th letter is the letter N with us.
The 14th Hebrew letter also stands for the letter N and means 'Nun=' fish. As a fish sign it has
the meaning 'Subservient'. In this N letter, two Laf-Runes mirroring which form together the
N-letter again. And the 'Laf-Rune' as 14th Rune means also love! “Laf” is in the old Nordic
language LOVE which is pointing to the word love. There is much more to discover in this
matter. Even at 'Noen time' or 'NOON time' it is 12:00 pm AFTERNOON, then the great
material light - the SUN - is at its peak. Consider in this context 'after-noon'! In this case,
much more is going on.
The Star of David, named after King David, is a symbol of the hexagram and has a religious
significance. It is primarily today a symbol of the people of Israel and Judaism. This symbol
consists of two interwoven equilateral triangles, one pointing upwards and one pointing
downwards, whose Center-points are identical.
This results in a regular hexagon (six-angle)in the middle of the figure at whose sides six
small triangles unite, and the side lengths [and thus of the hexagon] are each 1/3 of the side
length of the two base-triangles.
If we give every point including the indentation (inside angle) a number according to order
the following results:
01
02 ………………………....12
03

11

04…………..…….………..10
05

09

06………………… ……… ..08
07
We get here optional:
01
02-12=14
03-11=14

04-10=14
05-09=14
07
=======
14=50

and 50 = Noen = Fish! = 14th letter = N

=======

14 & 50 are intertwined!!

64
[50 = 7x7 is a reference to the 8th! The 1st, according to the sequence numbers has a
connection to the 7th]. David was the 8th son, also Solomon was the 8th son of David. And
64 is finally 8x8; which gives us an important clue to Jesus, born on the 7th of the 1st month.
We look from the top down to the described 1-7 connection.
Back to love. The neighbor love is like a flame, like faith with light beams. The "light" in the
human is not from faith but from love itself. These are the rays that come from love. Men
'radiates' happiness in love ! Only where the Lord lives in us, there is LIGHT. The seed can
only arise if the Sun gives its light. So it will be with the spiritual seed, from which arose the
matter. If the self- love is transformed into a real love, it creates a true neighbor love. In the
next bulletin about the consistency with the golden ratio. G.

====================================================================

The latter days
Matthew 24 15-31
15 “So when you see the abomination of desolation—spoken about by Daniel the
prophet—standing in the holy place” (let the reader understand), 16 “then those in
Judea must flee to the mountains. 17 The one on the roof must not come down to take
anything out of his house, 18 and the one in the field must not turn back to get his
cloak. 19 Woe to those who are pregnant and to those who are nursing their babies in
those days! 20 Pray that your flight may not be in winter or on a Sabbath. 21 For then

there will be great suffering unlike anything that has happened from the beginning of
the world until now, or ever will happen. 22 And if those days had not been cut short,
no one would be saved. But for the sake of the elect those days will be cut short.
23 Then if anyone says to you, ‘Look, here is the Christ!’ or ‘There he is!’ do not
believe him. 24 For false messiahs and false prophets will appear and perform great
signs and wonders to deceive, if possible, even the elect. 25 Remember, I have told
you ahead of time. 26 So then, if someone says to you, ‘Look, he is in the wilderness,’
do not go out, or ‘Look, he is in the inner rooms,’ do not believe him. 27 For just like
the lightning comes from the east and flashes to the west, so the coming of the Son
of Man will be. 28 Wherever the corpse is, there the vultures will gather.
29 “Immediately after the suffering of those days, the sun will be darkened, and the
moon will not give its light; the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of heaven
will be shaken. 30 Then the sign of the Son of Man will appear in heaven, and all the
tribes of the earth will mourn. They will see the Son of Man arriving on the clouds of
heaven with power and great glory. 31 And he will send his angels with a loud trumpet
blast, and they will gather his elect from the four winds, from one end of heaven to
the other.
Sermon 53 (Lord’s sermons Meyerhoffer)
This is the last Gospel I shall explain to you. It deals with the latter days of Judaism
also the final conditions among mankind and even the last events at the end of
the visible world which transformed and is rising to higher levels, will commence a
new cycle. I once predicted to My disciples the destruction of the temple in
Jerusalem, the first act of the end of the Jews as a people. They had then lost their
importance as a people and were no longer worthy of living together in a country
of their own on this earth, after having endeavored to destroy the greatest kingdom
that has ever existed, My everlasting Spiritual Kingdom. They had been chosen from
the very beginning through their religion and their prophets to become that nation into
the midst of which I could descend to the earth but afterward they proved themselves
quite unsuited to embrace and spread My teaching. The light of truth was conveyed
only to My disciples and a few elect of that nation. The others rejected it and
preferred the darkness and sticking to the dead letter, a trait they have not got rid of
to this day, although they are compelled to live dispersed among all the other
nations.
History tells you clearly how everything I predicted really came true soon after My
ascension to My Kingdom. Thus ended with the temple which spiritually had already
been destroyed long ago, the history of a people I had chosen from among many to
be the carrier and promoter of My eternal truth. I had also predicted to My disciples
how, in the course of time, My religion, My teaching, would keep growing stronger in
its fight with Judaism, in its progress benefitting its followers more and more, whilst
Judaism with its cult, instead of progressing, has remained stagnant and its followers
are still today waiting for the Messiah with the same worldly ideas as they did
almost two thousand years ago. Already then I had endeavored to enlighten them
with regard to their wrong concepts but their obstinacy was My greatest opposition.
Everything in My creation keeps progressing. Everything changes and in this change
perfects itself. Only the Jews did not want any innovation or change, and so they
can blame only themselves for their lot - being despised by all nations -since they
serve only that which is the most inferior thing on earth, mammon. Thus he who
strives after material instead of spiritual values punishes himself, for My Kingdom,

even though it appears to be material in its visible form is only spirit and not matter.
What happened to the Jews at the time Jerusalem was destroyed, will happen
again at the end of today's mankind. There will again be the horrors of war and
destruction, only in a different form. And just as in those times the few that
believed in Me had a better lot or, if it was hard, were better able to bear it thanks to
their firm faith in Me thus it will be in the time preceding My Second Coming. Then,
too, faith and trust will have disappeared on earth because mankind, or at least the
majority of men, will be favoring the world and its pleasures as can already be
noticed everywhere.
Therefore, the purification of the spiritual sphere of the soul must happen in
accordance with what I said of the figtree in the Gospel. When it starts to come into
leaf and develop sap, it is the time preceding the summer, the time prior to
development and fructification which spiritually compares with the time of testing and
separation, when man has to take the spiritual values entrusted to him into account.
Natural events, accidents and illnesses preceding this time are the last efforts to save
whatever can be saved, that not all may suffocate in the mire of selfishness. The
arrogant human heart can only be made pliable through misfortune and blows of fate.
Like reality, truth must present itself in a naked form, unembellished by illusions. Only
then can it have a healing effect. And when the material world presents itself
undisguised in its transient and deceptive nature, when it rejects a man mockingly,
scornfully turning its back on him who wanted to caress it, only then - usually too late
- can the spiritual begin to effect its influence; only then are better thoughts and purer
emotions awakened. Thus I, as a loving Father, have to guide man towards
recognition of the true value of things so that he may find Him Who is permanent
peace. It is obvious that these ever-increasing efforts are being opposed by all
available means, that believers have to put up with ridicule, revenge and persecution,
that false as well as true prophets will endeavor to teach the people and that in the
end, most will be totally confused. As it was before the deluge, My admonitions will
be futile with many, and only few will mend their ways. However, when events
precipitate, most people will be saved spiritually and then they will thank Me that I
have saved them through such severe measures from the general destruction. When
all these unfortunate happenings will befall mankind, as once happened to the Jews
with the destruction of their temple and Jerusalem - whose fault will it be? Am I a God
of revenge, Who wants the blood and misery of so many thousands? Or are not they
responsible who want to bend everything to their own will and would like - if possible
at all- to upset even the great laws of the material as well as the spiritual world? I
have it written down here for all the world to know! As I once predicted the downfall of
the Jewish people, which also came to pass, you have here in 53 sermons plenty of
admonitions and predictions wherein I have made it quite clear to you what is going
to happen and how and when it will take place, in order to guide My erring children
onto the right path. Already at that time, I told My disciples: "The Gospel of the
Kingdom of God will be preached in all the world!" - and it is this work which I now
give you as a token of My love and grace. The time of abomination and desolation is
to be understood in a spiritual rather than a material sense because what is said in
the Gospel as, for instance: "Let him which is on the housetop not come down!" and
so on, means: Let go all that is worldly and stick to that which is spiritual
imperishable! There you find the anchor that can securely hold the vessel of your life
in the storms of material misfortune and spiritual distress! Without this anchor you will
find no rest, no peace!

Therefore, gather around Me and hold fast to Me and My teaching! For, as is written:
"Heaven and earth shall pass away." Yes, heaven and earth will pass away; they will
dissolve into other elements from which other forms and other worlds will arise. The
whole of creation will go through the same process as the Jewish people who with its
traditions and its religion was the basis for My teaching.
I have put My Spirit into everything in creation, even the smallest atom to enable
matter to develop into something greater and higher. Thus the Jewish people were
the best-suited element within which I could descend to the earth and - as in the
entire visible creation - complete My great spiritual task. However, just as the Jewish
people after its mission ceased to be a nation and as mankind, after its purification,
will cease to be a carrier of all the selfish desires because there has to be made way
for something better, the whole of creation, which so far is still the basis of My love
for all created beings, also will one day have to cease being the manifestation of My
divine thoughts. When the created beings will have matured to a stage of
spiritualization where even the finest matter must appear big, then this world, so rich
in wonders and beauty, will be a big carrier for the purely spiritual and the entire
creation must be adapted to those dwelling in it, of which her solution is necessary.
At that time the Son of man will appear in glory - as I once stated - because also the
created beings will have attained a spiritual condition that will make it possible for
them to bear this brilliance and glory. Then the highest spirits and angels will be
gathering the elect from the four winds and from one end of the universe to the other.
This will happen repeatedly, each time on a higher level involving greater beatitudes.
I can reveal Myself to My spirits only to a point comprehensible to them. However,
since I am infinite, conceptions of Me are infinite too and My Kingdom would not be
infinite if a constant enhancement of the spiritual potencies were not possible.
All this I predicted to My disciples using parables, not only that they might know it, but
to provide proof that My words are not transient and will remain true forever. Do not
think that I came into the world for you alone and suffered only for the sake of the
small earth and its inhabitants. My deeds are deeds of infinity! Also the Bible in which

partly is written My words spoken during My years on earth, is not just for you but
belongs to all creation. Even if millions of worlds do not yet know of My existence, the
time will come when these words of God will reach them and be comprehended
according to their spiritual level. Then those who are fully reborn in the spirit will shed
the hard shell of the letter and literal interpretation and the pure and profound
meaning of God's words, the words of a loving Father, will speak to all creation,
clearly comprehensible: "All of you love, oh, love one another!" For I created the
world out of love and out of love, I performed the greatest act of meekness on your
earth; out of love I am purifying mankind through distress and suffering so that My
words which I once spoke and have now explained in this Gospel, shall remain true
everlastingly. They have no other purpose than to make My children into that which
many have been only in name. As after a thunderstorm, so it will be after the
abomination of desolation, and the sun of grace shall shine again for all in its full
brilliance. As the spiritual atmosphere will have been cleansed from all the poisons,
everything will be ready for a new, active life, just like the refreshed earth after a
thunderstorm. Amen.
===================================================================

The future role of the people
We must not forget Hildegard von Bingen because it was likewise ' consecrated ' in the
teachings of Jesus and that she received important notifications about the later times, in
which we live now. She cites in regards to the passed messages, to the two Bible texts: 1
Thessalonians 5:18-23 and Joel 2:
... "Thank God in everything; for this is the will of God in Christ Jesus concerning you.
Quench not the Spirit. Do not despise prophecies. Prove all things; retain the good. Abstain
from all form of evil. And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly; and your whole spirit and
soul and body be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. "
“And it shall come to pass afterward that I will pour out My Spirit upon all flesh; and your
sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your young men
shall see visions; and also upon the servants and upon the handmaids in those days will I
pour out My Spirit. And I will show wonders in the heavens and in the earth— blood and fire
and pillars of smoke. The sun shall be turned into darkness and the moon into blood, before
the great and the terrible day of the LORD come.
And it shall come to pass, that whosoever shall call on the name of theLORD shall be
delivered; for in Mount Zion and in Jerusalem shall be deliverance, as the LORD hath said,
and in the remnant whom the LORD shall call. [Joel 2 ,28-32]
Hildegard: ' And then when the big 'cleansing of the Earth', where we have already often
spoken and written about, meanwhile, is over, "then also the air smells delicious again and
the fruits of the Earth useful and the people will be healthy and strong. In those days, also

many prophecies and many wise men will stand up so that the hidden things of the prophets
and other writings are fully open for the wise. And therewith will their sons and daughters
prophesy, as it was predicted for long time ago in Joel 2 '.
And this will happen in such purity of truth, that the spirits of the air can make then no
mockery to them anymore'.
' these and those will prophesy in the same spirit, by which the prophets have announced
once the mysteries of God and in similarity to the teachings of the Apostles, the teaching that
was all above each human mind.
'In those days The people will turn to regain their old habits and to the teachings of the
former people and covert in righteousness and hold and observe how the elderly at the time
[in former times] preserved this. But then also any King, Frost and Bishop of ecclesiastical
value, will improve himself if he perceives justice them to and sees them live pure and
honorable.

And every tribe will of the other tribe accept their reprimands if they will learn that makes this
and that good progress and is open to sincerity and frankness.

Preparations second coming Jesus
In Heaven and hell 2, chapt. 190 –is written about Robert Blum by Jakob Lorber,
especially in the first six verses in which RB asks the Holy Father to shorten the
terrible times in which we still live:
All the prophets and apostles come to me and say, "Yes, amen! Hallowed be thy
name, both here in your heavens and on your Earth, the true school for the
generations for an everlasting existence germinates under your heart . Only that one,
holy Father, we ask you as one heart and one mouth: let it finally be done with the
nefarious work of Satan! Take away the purple of your Earth and let gold, silver and
gems disappear so that people no longer prey upon the glimmer of these unholy
things but only pursue pure love and truth. How many treasures of the mind have to
be brought to the grave there, because to hunt all these vain things hinders humanity

to awaken her spirit according to Your order and to draw from that imperishable
wealth for time and eternity ! [ Heaven and Hell - 2-190-1 ]
Make an end to the practices of Satan! With the disappearance of his influence on
the sphere of human action. Humanity must tend to the good and the true; If not, then
humanity will sink ever deeper into ruin. Well, Your Council decisions are
unsearchable and your ways unfathomable. No one knows how you proceed to
finally lead everything to the best destination. For many beings is a very long length
of time required to reach their final destination. So to shorten the long way and the
time period, as you, o Lord, have promised Your people Yourself, is the most ardent
desire of us who are God-friendly! [Heaven and hell-2-190-2]
It is really a shame for your beautiful Earth, that it is unable to cure the again and
again inflicted wounds to her, if you do not manage to keep away the always the
same tormentors. What You Lord and Father, whatever you are going to do, do it
soon because otherwise people are consumed by excessive fear of the expected
things which will befall the Earth!
We here, have obviously an easily wait because of our great salvation to thee, Holy
Father, also for us a thousand earth years are equal to one fleeting spring day, but to
the still in mortal envelope living brothers on Earth fearful minutes are as years and
years to eternities. Therefore, O Father, open your rich source of love and mercy, test
the poor on Earth gracious and shorten this bad time! Your holy will always be done! '
[Heaven and Hell-2-190-3]
I say, 'You do well to ask so but it will happen to you with your questions like those
who always came around too late and therefore should always come too late for Me
because I'm everywhere and in everything the First. You are like the limbs of my
body, which are not able to act sooner than when My Spirit drives them to act.
However, if you need my spirit, how can you think that I first by your request must be
moved to accomplish something in which I've seen the need before a spirit from me
is looking forward to a free consciousness! when you only start thinking about a thing,
I have already taken a thousand years precautions and set everything in motion so
that the effects just must come so exactly to light. Otherwise the general principal
purpose is impossible to achieve namely your eternal, free creating life in My divine
presence. [Heaven and Hell-2-190-4]
Must I destroy all hierarchies by fire from heaven at one stroke? After the great work
of redemption, this is not done anymore! No general flood and no more destruction of
Sodom and Gomorrah! [Heaven and Hell-2-190-5]
But every evil on earth is now his own judge and the punishment follows sin closely.
The hierarchs longed for their old cruel priest freedom. And behold, it was given to
them but without material power! But if the hierarchs continue to make use of their
cruel freedom, they will thereby prompt thousands to go from their poor community to
a better one. While you are asking here, thousands have already fallen of Rome. Can

the time be more shortened than? Is not everything done to their destruction that
now soon will become necessary ? [Heaven and Hell-2-190-6]
How could I ever come back to Earth , if not effectively is put an end to the ancient
practice of the bad hierarchy? If I would come as God, well, you know certainly that
the whole Earth would then be addressed and there is no creature on her that would
still be able to breathe freely ? [ Heaven and Hell - 2-190-7 ]
However, when I come to Earth, I can only come to the poor. Only then there is on
Earth a proper settlement of all imperious efforts possible and also my rush to come
to the lost. [Heaven and Hell - 2-190-8 ]
.. [ ...] "But God, the Lord will first have to call all, even the most wretched. The Lord
Himself will come in the spirit realm and make himself known to all who are
imprisoned by their night. Those who will turn to Him, He will retain. But his servants
Peter, Paul and John will go before him and will proclaim the light that comes from
the name of the Almighty God to the prisoners . Those who will take this name in
their hearts will be renamed themselves and the Lord will raise their decaying
fortresses and their dilapidated castles again. [ Heaven and Hell - 2-207-3 ]
Likewise, the Lord will come to earth, first only through the Word from the heart and
mouth of the Wise who He has awakened and those who He is about to awaken. But
then, as the earth will be purified, He will come in His Most Holy person to all those
who love Him and are pure and compassionate in their hearts! ... . [ Heaven and Hell
- 2-207-4 ]
..[...]..Although I will soon leave this world, and during the time that I will be absent
visibly, the lie and its false and evil things will still be rampant for some time among
the people on Earth, but then at the right time I will come back to you people with all
might and power and will make an end to the dominion of the lie and deceit. [GGJ969-12]
... [...] The disciples asked Jesus: Please tell us now also something more
specific about Your 2nd coming. In which time will You return, and where and
how? [GGJ.09_070,01]
... [...] The year, the day and the hour I cannot tell you with certainty because
everything on this Earth depends on the complete free will of men. Therefore,
not even an angel in Heaven knows it but only the Father and also the one to whom
He wants to reveal it. Besides, it is for the salvation of the soul not absolutely
necessary to know it very precisely beforehand. [GGJ.09_070,02]
The day of My 2nd coming will be as a lightning that goes from the east to the
west, high in the clouded sky, and will illuminate everything that is under the
sky. (Luk.17,24) Before that will happen – as I have told you already several times –
the Son of Man must still suffer many things and be rejected entirely by this

generation, (Luk.17,25) namely by the Jews and the Pharisees and in later times by
those who will be called the new Jews and Pharisees.
As it happened during the time of Noah so it will happen in the time of the 2 nd
coming of the Son of Man. [GGJ.09_070,06] - (Luk.17,26 and farther and Matt.
24)
================================================================

Prayers of the New Revelations
(A short presentation)
By

Klaus Opitz

1.Who comes to me is always being heard.
From general human vision by prayer is meant the “communication with a deity” the
“conversation with God”, the request, the thanks, surrender or letting go in trust to the
eternal.
Usually people first come to prayer when life is not going as he desires so: if he has
to endure accidents, illness or death-cases, he’s looking for a support-point.
"Looking up, for the invisible Being which he [man] had often suspected but was
never worthy enough ..."
Millions of people pray or believe to pray and see no results of their prayers,
partly because they require the fulfillment of wishes which are not feasible because
they believe that with prayer all their entire obligation is redeemed against their
Creator.
From these insights emerge naturally a quantity of errors which then often result
from belief to disbelief because man does not see granting (fulfillment) of his
prayers. It must therefore here a limit be placed to why one prays, how and to what
one should pray.
Why one should actually pray is therefore, because a prayer, when it comes from
the heart, this will be expressed more easily peace and joy ...
One should pray because no one can comfort more as I can, especially if you know
how to appreciate my words; because I do not reject a child when it looks up in
sorrow to me and pours out his whole heart before Me; I do not present him the
mistakes he made but his prayer itself testified already that he already knows them
himself and now for the evil consequences begs for my help.

Whoever comes to Me is always heard, that is, he finds his peace again which he
formerly thought he has lost ...
The power of prayer should elevate man, bring them to me, this (is) the purpose;
because `prayer` means nothing else than to think of me and the relationship
between me and the human. Who is praying this way has come into connection
with me and gains a lot because he sees his own position in the world better and
reconciles more easily from all conditions and facilitates through prayer the passage
into the other life and because he has already mentally emphasized before the
earthly envelope was laid down which separated him from the spiritual realm
(From Gottfried Mayerhofer: "The power of prayer" (Festgarten) (Full text see also
www.JESUS2030.de left-hand column under "prayer / meditation / Health (1)" From
the content:. When should you pray? / How you pray? / To what should we pray? ...)
Jesus himself tells us in the New Revelation by many texts, how to pray and
what to pray. Here is a small selection:

2. The primal our Father ,
how it is displayed in the Great 'Gospel of John’
A disciple: “Lord and Master, how should we pray in a for You well pleasing manner
and thus that we also should not ask in vain for something which is justified? For man
can come into many different kinds of needy situations in this world and can then only
turn to You with a real request for help. But then how should he ask and pray?”
I said: “Pray in every need and adversity with natural words in your heart to Me,
then you will not pray in vain. But when you ask Me something, then do not use
many words, and absolutely no ceremonies, but pray very quietly in the secret love
chamber of your heart:
‘Our loving Father who lives in Heaven,
Your name be sanctified always and forever!
May Your Kingdom of Life, Light and Truth come to us and stay with us.
May Your only holy and righteous will be done on this Earth among us people,
in the same manner as in Your Heavens among Your perfected angels.
But on this Earth, give us our daily bread.
Forgive us our sins and weaknesses, as we will always forgive those who
sinned against us.
Let no temptations come over us that we cannot resist, and free us in this way
from all evil in which man can fall as a result of too strong enticements of this
world and its evil spirit.
For to You, o Father in Heaven, belongs all might, all power, all strength and all
glory which fills all Heavens from eternity to eternity.’
Look My friend, in this way everyone should pray in his heart, then his prayer will be
heard if it was meant in all seriousness. But not only with the mouth but truthfully
and lively in his heart! Because God is in Himself a purest Spirit, and so He should
be worshiped in the spirit and in the full earnest truth. If you do see and understand

this, then act accordingly. Then you will live, as well as everyone who will do the
same.” (GGJ.10_32,03ff)

3.
Our
Father
Questions in the spiritual light,

...(The

Lord’s

prayer)

"... However, what concerns our Father ', it is with this prayer just as with the question
how to pray it so that it is bearing fruit. Because who does not pray the same in spirit
and in truth, is similar as a blind to who colors are being clarified.
How can the (spiritually blind) say: “our Father” he has never taken the trouble to
know the Father in his heart by love and by recognizing the lively faith and approach
him in spirit and in truth?
How can he say: “You who is in heaven" who neither knows the Father nor less the
Heaven
!?
How can he say: 'hallowed be Thy name !? he who does not know my love and
much less my living Word and therefore impossible to know the life of the life and
holiness of all salvation and all the new wording of me, what only my name is
pronounced! "How do you tell the `Hallowed be thy name` he who does not know My
love, even less My living word and therefore impossibly knows the life of life and the
sanctity of all salvation and becoming a new from Me which is alone My outspoken
Name! "
How can he say: 'Thy kingdom come' he with all his senses as a parasitic plant on
the tree that has to bear fruit, that is he who hangs on this world !?
How can he say: 'Thy will be done`, who has never taken the trouble to recognize
My will and against to all that easy commandment in his heart or with a great tinged
feeling, often in his youth, cherishes the rebellious disobedience and carries
everything concerning all things of eternal life with the utmost levity within itself.
How can he say: `Give us the bread of Life`, he that the requested bread has no
idea in his heart but all the greater eat- lust in his stomach that is the actual main
heart(part) of such a fruitless praying !?
How he can ask for ‘forgiveness for his Sins` whose heart is still full of unfairness
because nothing else lives in it than wrath, anger, pride, envy, brutality and many
other characteristic vices !? –
Hear, for fruit-rich achieving of forgiveness of sins, to do this is more required than in
not to be hostile. favorable situations For who has no enemies, how he must ask,
forgive me my sins as I forgive my enemies!? "I do not mean that you have to make enemies, only to have something to forgive; but
I want to say that your heart on every insult, how perverted this may be, should
be exalted. Otherwise you get instead of forgiveness, judgment and
condemnation on your neck.
How can he furthermore say: `Lead us not into temptation` who doesn’t even know
Me in first place and pray in this way in the nothing, so that I, also him anyhow

unremarkable spare from any temptation even though he’s running as a possessed
man from danger to danger, from abyss to abyss, from death to death!?
Behold, how it goes after such a request! Doesn’t he Resembles a fool who asks a
great benefactor for a support and when he gets it, he throws it partly into the fire,
partly in dirty water, partly in the smelly sewage and partly in filth and in tombs full of
decomposing corpses. And do you think that such fools uses his gift !?
How can the finally say: 'Deliver us from evil' who with all his effort is plunging
himself in all evil!
So if you want to pray this prayer fruitful, then you have to pray it in spirit and in
truth and perhaps rethink what is required in order to reap the true fruit from this
prayer. Otherwise, this prayer becomes the opposite of the great blessing for you and
for any other grownup ." (Gifts from Heaven 01_41. 03.13, 08ff)
Other interpretations, such as "The Lord's Prayer in relation to` Light", “The Lord's
Prayer in relation to `Life", "The Lord's Prayer in relation to Life”, "The Lord's prayer in
relation to Truth", “The Lord's Prayer in relation to `Order`", "The Lord's Prayer in
relation to Freedom” see Jakob Lorber, Gifts from Heaven, volume 2, page 163, et
seq.

4. Lord, You long-suffering.
"... As such spiritually formed man prays for the people so also pray my angels as
the highest spirits who only wish the spiritual welfare of all beings entrusted to
them.
In such a man is such prayer most useful to himself because he will feel a peace of
conscience in which elevates him far beyond all material and solves all the small
shortcomings of human life into nothingness.
The One who freely from his heart speaks to me:
O
Lord!
You
long-suffering,
most
loving
Father
of
us
all!
Let Your Spirit of love flows down this lost human race, which how drunk by worldly
desires,
have
completely
forgotten
you!
Let in them shine your love, your mercy and grant them insight into your immutable
laws of the matter- and spiritual nature, in that they do not continue to sin and
bring thereby disaster and need upon himself!
Let them understand that brother- and sister- love is a weak ego of your infinite
Father's Love, to bind them together and that not hatred, ambition and vile greed
should be the motive of all their actions and therefore the source of all suffering .
Let your light of insight shine so that the darkness may disappear in which faulty
upbringing and false religion concepts have fallen into!
Bless, O Father, Your lost children because, although still lost, they are still your
children,
your
creatures!
Give them peace and quiet, so that they may be given light, from the eternal light of
your love! Amen!

So who is able to pray for the people, who thus with the same nature can do this all
days and with the same love and where this agreement whatsoever is directed in his
daily actions, who prays to me every moment, without ceasing and builds in his
inner a stamp of peace, which no one can destroy and practices the people-Love as
I once preached it and have myself practically shown.(From Gottfried Mayerhofer,
"the power of Prayer" (Festgarten)

5. A good little prayer
Herewith I give you a good little prayer for those who can’t resist the worldly
pleasures because he imagines it as entirely innocent and harmless while by My love
warmed heart he experiences this as refreshing and thereby cherishes the worldly
desires but thereby the extremely poisonous snakes sneak up more; and such evil,
true hellish snakes sleep in for me, sleep softly in for My love and mercy with
magnetic manipulations so that the heart of Me has fallen from them over time and
must pass over into eternal death!
So Therefore I give you this powerful little prayer!
Who will say this lively, loyal and in truth will herewith banish these evil snakes
from his heart!And so write the little prayer:

Holy, loving father!
See me poor, weak, completely exhausted sinner with great mercy!
You, o dear Father, have moved me with the highest, eternal true love fire and pulls
me greatly to you!
But I, a lukewarm, Yes from the basis a cold being, move me only in the old elements
of my inherited deathly-cold now merry, excited and lively, further.
In your sacred elements of the fire of your love I will become slow and unfounded
lazy and it is to me much more easier and warmer to walk around for days and weeks
in the old elements than just one hour long in the big warmth of your love.
That teaches me the daily experience!
However, I see that this can cost me only the complete death of the spirit because
such a feeling is from hell! So I ask you, without delay, o Holy Father, drive the evil
asleep hushed snake away from me and breath me in with Your Divine
consolation,
so I no longer end up in the my old death present elements and get destroyed in the
soft cooling poisons of my own worldly snakelike characteristics because they,
from the by your warmed heart, if it clears worldly in the meantime, still overcomes
me and sneaks up on me!
O see, how I enjoy, because I run into something with my world's joyful company and
have fun with her about the vain and wholly insignificant things! But with you, o
Father, to talk and to turn my heart and face to you, I become sleepy, quickly filled
with boredom. And it is not uncommon to me to cheer me up all day with the least
worldly works and then devote only to you.

O Lord and father, question me and be gracious and merciful to me poor and
weakest sinner!
Your love brings life to me, your mercy enlightens and Your compassion and
generosity strengthens and draws me ever more powerful to you.
O Father! Take me with your hand and lead me forever in your Kingdome and in your
father's House Amen. ' (Gifts from Heaven. 2_ 43.07.18, 01)

6. Lord, it be done there, what comes
"Lord! It will be done, what comes, You alone are our Father, temporal and eternal.

Our future [true] well- being depends on you alone and nobody else: for we
already know that all human help, how it may be, is good for nothing.
Your will be done!
We want to fear no one but you alone, O Lord and from no one, we expect help
only from you, O good Father! "
"With you we want to be in the whole life of this world and also in its necessary death
that will make us free from the body and finally lead us to You for You are our only
living hope through faith and our only love in the cheerful life of our Spirit! "
Is a complete devotion to me not possible for you, in which the triggered living
faith is at home, for that is an appropriate means whereby the repose of the soul
can be achieved.
(Gifts from Heaven03_48.09.03)

7. Prayer from the heart.
"O Father, Lord and God, we praise you, we thank you !

You, God and Father, praise the creation far and wide, all the stars and all heavens
are full of your glory !
All angels and heavenly armies always serve Your will !
Cherubim and seraphim sing with high voices : `holy is our God, holy is our Father !
All countries , all worlds, all the heavens are full of His great name! `
Oh, my God and Father, help , help, help, that your most holy, above all most
mighty and powerful name, the most worthy to us and may be sanctified by us!
Do especially not allow, that we may ever be defiled by thoughts, words or works !
Have mercy, have mercy on me and my family and all people!
See, my God and Father, You have given me graciously a bright shining in my heart;
let me realize and experience the heavenly wisdom, which is in the hidden and
flows solely from Your infinite love and mercy in my still highly unfair hart
flows! "
Oh, hide your divine face for my crimes and bring, bring in me, O God and
Fathe, a pure heart and give me a certain spirit, yes give me your holy spirit!
Do not reject me, O my God and Father !
Comfort, comfort, comfort, me always with your love and mercy !
Ah, my Father, God and Lord, covert us, so we are converted! Help us, so we are
helped! And have mercy on all people, souls and spirits ! - Amen .
O my Jesus, in You most holy , all the mightiest and most powerful name. Amen "
(Heavenly Gifts 01_41.05.04.b , 01ff )
8. Statement Jesus for all the impatient:
"When the prayer has reached the right power of faith that knows only I.
Success always aimed at the self-acting power of faith. The more this is fixed and
imperturbably persists in My name, the closer is also the success which is lying in
the whole undoubted dedication, patience, love and gentleness.
When it has reached the correct level, that only knows I, as I already said.
For that reason, any request should not be excluded, that each one examines
himself, how strong he holds himself by my name.
This I say, in His name in who all power and strength is hidden! "
(From: Gifts from heaven.01_41.04.18,01)
Full text below www.JESUS2030.de, left hand column under "Gebet / Meditation /
Health (1)"
[Note: I’ve read from Jakob Lorber that we shouldn’t ask the Lord so much for we’ve
receive after all so many from him and often without realizing it. HE knows what is
going on with us!
But on the one hand, the Lord will surely be happy that we ask Him but he
accentuates by Jakob Lorber that it is even better to give thanks!
If we ask him, it will then be given to us only when it is fruitful for us.
But we can better thank HIM more in every way. Give! [in German: Gibtt!] while the
German word Gébet means “prayer”.

Give and you shall receive too! We should dedicate to the Lord. Too much paying
[beten, bitten = asking] can also be selfish. From that point of view, there is a
difference between worship and praying, asking and begging... (G).]
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